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An alluring, opulent showcase of hundreds of beautiful historic clothing items and add-ons“High Design is
filled with fashion inspiration and information. . .—s and guys’carries a captivating photo of 1 of the
collection’s lavish garments or accessories. .Threads Released for the very first time in paperback, this
lavishly illustrated quantity originally appeared this year 2010 to celebrate the transfer of the Brooklyn
Museum’s garments and add-ons from the 18th through the 20th century. This comprehensive study
highlights a lot more than 200 works selected from this internationally famous collection, which comprises
nearly 25,000 extraordinary ladies’ Nearly every web page…s historic outfit collection to The Metropolitan
Museum of Artwork. Among the featured works are sumptuous 19th-century dresses from the home of
Worth, beautiful dresses by the great 20th-century French couturiers, iconic Surrealist-based designs of
Elsa Schiaparelli, sportswear classics from pioneer American woman designers, and the incomparable draped
and tailored creations of Charles James, along with extraordinary shoes and accessories.”
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FABulous--Get it before it's out of print If you never really had a possibility to visit the Brooklyn Museum
during among their fashion exhibits (I made the epic trip there twice, and then find the FASHION exhibits
closed for just one cause or another) or you missed from their book, "Worth, Pingat and Doucet", this
book's for you personally.The author doesn't simply recite the garment information, she discusses the
designers shown here, long forgotten along with the better known. Valentina is here now, for example. The
editors talk about the entire piece including the front in pretty complete terms so that it appears weird
that you can't discover something from the front. Many others! Not a handful of these garments came
from popular socialites. Lavish full duration research in glorious color. Excellent photos of beautiful clothes
Gorgeous photos of amazing clothes.you'll be more than happy that you purchased this BIG fabulous
publication! I burned through this in a weekend, takign considereable breaks to prolong the knowledge. This
is a fantastic book!masterpieces are made. This explains why there was nothing to discover when I went
previously. Rather like Snowshill Manor's excellent collection (some of that have been graphed by J.3) The
book is done chronologically, getting started in the 18th century and going forward. And the photos are big,
not small stamp-sized images that produce your head hurt. Barnard Castle in Britain was another museum
that auctioned their costume collection off completely. This book must be among the best photographic
costume history books ever! Choose the book today, before it's out of printing and you must mortgage
your house to get a copy. If you want fashion, you will lose your brain looking at this book I own several
volumes approximately fashion and the fashion industry because I'm a outfit buff and make my own
costumes for various celebrations and medieval fairs. This publication is definitely among my favorites.! The
book is a slice of existence, so to speak, around 200 items from the 25,000 piece collection that the Met's
costume collection manages.. Very highly recommended. Each piece gets its own full page photograph
therefore the details are very visible. This only pertains to about several items that I can see so it doesn't
actually affect the grade of the book overall.I really like pretty dresses, and this is dress up porn for any
fashion consumer. The editors acquired to pick and choose and I believe they did an excellent job looking to
get something out of every era and mode of dress in right here. Arnold); As you read about each piece, the
editors also give you a fashion history lesson of sorts by succinctly describing why modes of dress were
changing at specific time periods. I'm a fashion history buff and there was a substantial amount of
information in right here that I didn't know.Stuff I didn't like:There are several articles of clothes in the
publication where the photograph of it really is only from the back. Illustrations from Charles James that
I had not seen before.2) There are items from every era from the 18th century to today. Exquisite and
TOP QUALITY Book This book is beautiful from the feel of the pages to this content of the one of these.
Beautiful photos and informative text get this to a dream for fashion mavens, book collectors, and
seamstresses. I especially like that there is some explanation of construction plus some design drawings.
Snatch this one while you can!This is exactly what I'd like in a fashion book. Many thanks.Sadly, the
Brooklyn Museum merely doesn't have the resources to keep these clothes or mount any exhibits. Five
Stars goodHaving said that, the Brooklyn Museum is a fine one with many other treasures to see, in the
event you make the trip. My only "wish" is certainly that there could have been some "inside photos" to
observe how these great fashions are made from the inside out.That is a big book, maybe 15'' by 16'' or
something, and every page includes a dress on it. FANTASTIC Pretty Dress Reserve! the clothing has now
moved elsewhere and seen seldom.If you're like me personally, you hate to get money to obtain a book filled
with crappy range drawings.I am therefore pleased Amazon gave me access to such a difficult-to-find
publication. The real photos are in full color, with front side and back shots.I wish more Costume history
books were such as this with actual color photos.!! Five Stars Beautiful catalog of the exhibit and
collection.The section on Charles James is alone worthwhile, since it is hard to find great photos of his
work. Great coffee table book. There's a great sectino on the House of Worth and an even better one on
the master Charles James. Information you can SEE. Based on the book, there are 25,000 items in the

collection. Ooh and Aah book Bought this mainly because a Christmas present for a child. I got previously
bought 100 Dresses, and wanted more of that. Boy, did I get it - occasions 100. Extremely professional,
radiant and taken at angles that display of the items to advantage. IF YOU VALUE Beautiful Vintage
Fashion You MUST Buy This Book! By the way, some of the garments noticed here have had pattern graphs
taken from them in Blanche Payne's "History of Outfit", the older edition. The editors do a bang-up work
with it.! The photographs are beautiful and the grade of the paper and printing are of the best quality. If
you are a collector, an admirer, in the business, or even beginning to get your ft wet, so far as the study
of vintage and antique costume, buy this publication, grab a cup of your favorite drink and your favorite
comfy seat, and you should dive in. You might spend hours devouring this lush compilation of style
history....Stuff I love:1) The photos in this publication are fantastic. Wonderful good examples shown,
something for everybody! For me, it had been worth both the expense and the wait to get this. they are
grouped by developer, country, period, you name it. As a dressmaker, I found this book very inspiring. I go
through it putting on sweatpants and a t-shirt, of course. The photos are gorgeous, the writing helpful,
and the selection of dresses themselves perfectly done. She adores it. Five Stars 100% happy about this
Five Stars The pictures are gorgeous. I actually was skeptical, given the price, but I am so glad I bough it
anyway becuase that is a beautiful book. Among the best books ever!
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